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Another book on God?  Why would anyone spend years doing such a thing when libraries and 

bookstores groan under volumes of God-books?  I must admit I wondered a few times myself in the 

midst of this lengthy project, but I kept reminding myself of my folded umbrella.  As a tour guide 

through the corridors of God-talk, what exactly did I want my tour group, my readers, to see, as I held 

my tour leader folded umbrella up high, that they might not have seen before?  What did I want to say 

that might be different from what has already been said?   

 

The current rash of God books in the popular market, such as those by Richard Dawkins, Sam Harris 

and Christopher Hitchens, and many others before them, seem hell-bent to consign any suggestion of a 

God to the rubbish-bin, arguing their point from the vindictive, bloodthirsty, genocidal God of the 

Hebrew Bible and the impossibility in a scientific age of a God who sends natural disasters as 

punishment and intervenes from outside the world to save some and not others in response to prayer.  

On the other side of the road, many Christian religious writers are equally passionate about proving 

that God does exist and describing exactly what God is like, how God thinks, and what God wants us 

to do, as if they have peeked into God’s hand of cards.  Sometimes they give a passing nod to the 

question of whether there is a God-at-all, but then move on quickly, assuming Divine existence for the 

rest of the book.  As for God-claims from other religions, these are either hotly denied or devalued by 

such writers, while others relegate this discussion to dry textbooks on world religions.  There seemed 

to me to be a need to go beyond truth and falsehood claims about God, competing dogmas for and 

against, and high walls, even fortresses, erected between different religious claims.  Instead, I would 

take a wander through what we do actually know – that is, how humans beings across centuries, 

cultures and different spiritual experiences, have described their encounter (or lack of it) with a 

Something More, and try to bring these different descriptions into conversation with each other rather 
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than encouraging the all-too-familiar tendency to pit them against each other on some supernatural 

true/false scale.   

 

There are wonderful advantages in this approach from anthropology or human experience, rather than 

claiming who God is and what God thinks according to our own little doctrinal packages.  It means 

that we do not have to silence voices different from ours on the grounds of infallible texts or inspired 

revelations.  We look instead at what we share in common, the human search for meaning and how 

people have described this in terms of Something more than human existence.  Listening to another 

who has borrowed metaphors for Divine mystery from within a culture and worldview different from 

our own, we experience many ‘aha’ moments that both free us from confining God-descriptions to our 

own traditions and open our eyes so that we actually “see.”  I will never forget sitting on the top of a 

hill in India with a Hindu doctor, listening to him answer my question, “What do you think of when 

you think of God?”  With long silences, he searched his soul for the right words and pulled out images 

from his experience.  I could say “yes” to every one of them, even though they were dressed in 

different language and culture, because we shared some vital commonalities – a genuine respect and 

friendship for each other and the human desire to encounter the Divine. 

 

I might explain here how I use the term “God,” as a three letter symbol with no theological baggage – 

three letters in a certain order – DOG would be different altogether.  In the book I capitalize it as GOD 

to jolt us into reading it as a general term applicable across religions, not a particular theological 

statement.  That said, to come back to my folded umbrella held high, the central message in my book it 

is that anything we say about the Divine is a metaphor and our metaphors matter, because how we 

imagine the Divine determines how we act towards that One and whether we can believe in a God at 

all.  No one has seen the totality of God.  For Hebrew people, God was always shrouded in clouds, 

thunder or smoke and to look on the Divine face was to die.  Jesus as a good Jew gives no detailed 

description of God in the Gospels of Matthew, Mark and Luke, but talks instead of bringing in God’s 

kingdom.  John’s Gospel, written some seventy years after Jesus’ death, displays a Jesus with more 

familiarity with God, but even so, there is no attempt to put any detailed description of God on Jesus’ 

lips.  And if, as many claim, Jesus was present with God before Creation, why do we not have any 
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comments from Jesus about his pre-creation cosmic experiences or his being present through the 

evolving saga of the Hebrew people?  No, most of the “knowledge” we claim to have about God has 

been deduced over many centuries from events within our world that have been ascribed to Divine 

activity and character, using the language and worldview of the time. These will always be 

approximate, provisional and often wrong but, as religious historian John Bowker says, “they point, 

nevertheless, to the One who evokes these words and pictures, but remains beyond the verbal net in 

which we try to catch our fish.” (LCWN, p16)   

 

Metaphors are word pictures we use for clarity and impact to describe something else.  “I froze on the 

spot” is much more effective for describing my terror at a ghostly sound on the moors than simply 

saying “I stopped,” even though we all know there was no temperature change.  Metaphors only work, 

however, if there is a shared context and experience between speaker and hearer.  Holocaust survivor, 

Primo Levi, in his book Survival in Auchwitz, struggled to find adequate words to describe what the 

prisoners had experienced: 

Just as our hunger is not that feeling of missing a meal, so our way of being cold has need of a 

new word.  We say “hunger,” we say “tiredness,” “fear,” “pain,” we say “winter” and they are 

different things.  They are free words, created and used by free men who live in comfort and 

suffering in their homes … only [a new, harsh language] could express what it means to toil 

the whole day in the wind, with the temperatures below freezing, wearing only a shirt, 

underpants, cloth jacket and trousers, and in one’s body nothing but weakness, hunger and 

knowledge of the end drawing near.” (LCWN, p 17) 

 

To describe the experience of Divine Mystery, people have used metaphors from their particular 

culture and era, always limited by words, knowledge and experiences available at that time.  As the 

Greek Xenophanes said, “If cows and lions fashioned Gods for themselves, they would do it in their 

own forms.” (LCWN, p 18)  This is what the ancient Hebrews did.  They used a plethora of metaphors 

that made visual and emotional sense in their desert tribal lifestyle – fortress, rock, wind, breath, 

warrior, king, mother hen – not suggesting for one moment that any of them were literal descriptions -

- even all of them together could not encompass their limitless God.  The problem today, however, is 
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that one or two of these metaphors from ancient texts have become cemented in our doctrines and 

creeds such that, when we talk about God, we are committed to talk in this ancient, often obsolete 

imagery.  These ancient metaphors have become literal and sacred, such that they obliterate or devalue 

all other metaphors and bring with them all the cultural baggage that goes along with those particular 

images. 

 

For example, once Jesus was declared fully God and fully human by church councils, (not until the 

fourth century, I might add, and with ongoing controversy in its wake), the metaphor of a Trinity was 

used to describe this relationship.  This metaphor is not explicitly spelled out in scripture but was 

borrowed from the language of the day, meaning three hypostases or “modes” of the Divine Unity, or 

three personae in Latin.  Personae meant “masks” in a play, suggesting Divine Oneness was made 

known using different masks, just as an actor could play more than one part.  In time, however, this 

non-anthropomorphic metaphor became “three persons” in reality -- or rather two men and a bird.  

These were linguistically depicted as Father, Son and Holy Spirit and visually painted over the 

centuries for the illiterate as an older and younger male with identical features, and a bird flying 

somewhere between them.  Not only is this a far cry from the subtlety of formless Divine Mystery 

self-disclosing behind various masks, it also focussed on three earthly-shaped creatures and cemented 

“Father” as the official description of God, justifying all subsequent assumptions that God was human-

like and male, with male, earthly representatives – the Papa or Pope and Priest-Fathers.  Yet the 

metaphor “father” for God is used only 15 times in the whole Hebrew Bible and Jesus’ use of abba 

father is highly concentrated in John’s Gospel (and there is a reason for that).  Jesus also invited his 

followers to use the same term and this “Father” was not elevated over many other God-metaphors on 

Jesus’ lips in other Gospels.  Once Christian art bolted this imagery in place as reality by the Middle 

Ages, however, other Divine metaphors became obliterated by this elderly male image.  The non-

anthropomorphic metaphors first met in Genesis – wind, breath, cloud and Spirit -- paled into 

insignificance or were exiled with the mystics to ecclesiastical margins.  

 

God was also depicted in Christian art as Almighty Warrior, leading the battle against enemies of 

God’s chosen people as later against the European infidel.  While this metaphor might have been 
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useful for tribal people protecting their turf in the desert, such imagery promotes a culture of violence 

around the idea of God.  How many of us grew up marching in God’s army against an evil world, 

singing lustily “Onward Christian soldiers, marching as to war, with the cross of Jesus, going on 

before.”   Such military imagery is down-right harmful today in the hands of fanatics, whether Jewish, 

Christian or Muslim.  In our tenuous global scene, what if Israel or the West overtly invoked the 

Divine Warrior who delights in destroying the enemies of His favourite people, so that “The righteous 

will rejoice when they see vengeance done; they will bathe their feet in the blood of the wicked.” (Ps 

58:10).  Unfortunately, this does happen, but at least now we have international courts of justice, 

conscientious objectors, and ways of voting our leaders out to ensure such violence is not justified in 

the name of God.  

 

British hymn-writer Brian Wren, conscious of this imbalance in the use of Divine metaphors, surveyed 

God-descriptions used in a popular British hymnbook, Songs of Praise television and the creeds and 

liturgies still used in British churches.  73% were of a Divine ruling male giving ultimate commands – 

King, Almighty-Father, Protector.  Of pronouns used for God, over 1400 were masculine, one neuter 

and none feminine, even though Ruach, the Hebrew term translated as spirit, is grammatically 

feminine.  Such selective imagery, bolstered by realistic visuals in medieval churches and 

contemporary Sunday School literature, makes ordinary people in the pews assume these are the major 

biblical images for God, which is not true.   Sneak up on yourself sometime when you are not looking 

and see what religious painting or hymn-line comes first to mind when someone says the word “God.”   

When we constantly image God as a human-like being controlling the world at whim from a far-off 

heaven, we lose the ability to think of God as immanent, within and around us, the thought before we 

speak, the breath before we sing, the nudge before we act, the ground of everything, the life-blood of 

the universe, what the Psalmist spoke about: 

 Where can I go from your Spirit? 

 Or where shall I flee from your presence? 

 If I ascend to heaven, you are there; 

 If I make my bed in Sheol, you are there. 

 If I take the wings of the morning 
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 And settle in the farthermost limits of the sea, 

 Even there your hand shall lead me, 

 And your right hand shall hold me fast. (Ps 139: 7-10) 

 

Why is all this important?  The second part of my folded umbrella concern is that the way we imagine 

God matters, because it determines how we act towards God and how we rate ourselves as human 

beings.  If God is a stern judge or Divine policeman watching our every move to punish or reward, we 

live cowering before such scrutiny, fearful to do anything that might incur Divine wrath.  If we 

imagine God as Love or Lover, common biblical metaphors, we feel secure, knowing that being loved 

does not depend on our performance and also that love is mutual – the Divine Lover needs us as much 

as we need that Lover.  If God is formless Ground of all that is, Divine Persuasion urging everything 

in the universe towards harmony and the mending of creation, we are co-creators, essential as God’s 

hands and feet to this whole process.  These are not images I’ve dreamed up, but equally prevalent 

metaphors in our sacred text.  So many people walk away from religious traditions because their God 

is unbelievable or alien, or because their churches or synagogues are unable or unwilling to talk in new 

ways about the Sacred.   Deities described in pre-scientific worldviews, to be believed by leaving your 

mind at the door or believing six impossible things before breakfast, as Alice in Wonderland said, no 

longer engage a scientific world.  While people in biblical times described unexplainable events as 

miracles or acts of the Gods, why is it, when we have scientific explanations for such activity today, 

some Christians want none of them, preferring to limit Divine activity to miraculously appearing car-

parks and propitious other-worldly signs – Disneyland performances rather than the “miracle” of 

loving relationships, reliable natural laws and unselfish human acts of justice?  

 

The amazing benefit of writing this book, winding as it does across different religions and sacred texts, 

was to discover for myself a wealth of refreshing Divine images across the world.  As I said before, by 

starting from the universal human experience of searching for the Divine, I was not committed to 

proving whose truth was true.  I was able to respect another’s search and another’s conclusions, not 

having to convert them to my ideas or me to theirs -- rather learning from their descriptions how to be 

a better seeker of the Divine myself.  Think for a moment what tremendous freedom this is!  How 
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much of our time is spent defending our God as if the Divine needs our puny protection, rather than 

dissolving our own self-importance in the ocean of human experiences that make up our world.   For 

example, humans down the ages have given countless explanations of how and why the universe and 

humans came to be.  In the Muslim Hadith of the Hidden Treasure, Allah, the Arabic word we 

translate as God, says, “I was a Hidden Treasure and I loved to be known.  So I created creatures, so 

that I would be known through them” (LCWN, p77).  This beautiful imagery of the Divine needing us 

paints such a different picture from a Divine Being creating us, knowing we will inevitably sin, and 

then punishing us for eternity for that sin.  And what of the magnificent imagery of the beginning of 

the world from the Hindu Rig Veda around the time of the Hebrew exile.  You almost see it in colour 

and hear it in surround sound: 

There was not then what is, nor what is not.  There was no sky, no heaven beyond the sky.  

What power was there?  Where?  Who was that power?  Was there an abyss of fathomless 

waters?  There was neither death nor immortality then.  No signs were there of night or day.  

The One was breathing by its own power, in infinite peace.  Only the One was: there was 

nothing beyond.  Darkness was hidden in darkness.  The All was fluid and formless.  Therein, 

in the void, by the fire of fervour arose the One.  And in the One arose love: Love the first 

seed of the soul. (LCWN, 117) 

How can we “hear” such beautiful metaphorical imagery if we are caught up in our own little 

theological boxes that insist the parallel Hebrew creation story is “true” and this is false and  “pagan?” 

 

In searching how people across the eons have described the Unknowable, this Source of Love, I found 

a progression of ideas.  The earliest descriptions were hesitant and respectful, not wanting to presume 

to know who or what the Divine is.  A Nineteenth Century missionary was interrogating a Pacific 

Island chief as to whether his people had any conception of a Deity.  The chief replied, so the story 

goes, “We know that at night-time someone goes by among the trees but we never speak of it.” 

(LCWN, 1)   In a similar way, YHWH, the name for the Hebrew God, was derived from the limitless 

verb “to be” -- the Divine “I am” or “I will become” that Moses encountered.  In that culture, names 

were not taken lightly, especially the Divine Name, because knowing someone’s name also claimed 

power over that person.  Hebrew people, therefore, used other names such as Adonai, “Lord,” instead 
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of YHWH, to protect its sacred nature, so much so that, by the time of the exile, the original 

pronunciation for this name had been lost.  They also were careful not to image God in any form –had 

they not been specifically warned not to make an idol of God in any shape – the likeness of male or 

female, of any animal or winged bird, any fish or even the sun, moon or stars (Deut 4: 15-19)?   While 

early Christians heeded this, fresh from their Jewish roots, the absorption of Christianity into Greco-

Roman culture and philosophy would eventually produce its own collection of humanly-created 

Divine images and language-idols.  In reaction to this, the mystical tradition on church margins 

addressed God as “you” to avoid any limiting terms, or else they spoke of what God is not – God is 

not powerless; God is not ignorant.  When even this was too specific, they simply sat in silence before 

Divine Mystery. 

 

The first universal Divine descriptions across religions were formless.  Formlessness was both 

invisible and could take on or incarnate in many different shapes or attributes -- wind, breath, spirit, 

voice.  We first meet the Genesis God as wind sweeping the face of the deep, Voice speaking the earth 

into being; and breath metaphorically breathed into clay to form humans.  When God encounters 

Adam and Eve in the garden story, it is “the sound of God walking in the garden” they hear and a 

Voice that calls to them. (Genesis 3).  The wandering Hebrews followed a pillar of cloud by day and a 

pillar of fire by night.  A voice addressed Moses through a burning bush and Elijah heard a still small 

voice after a violent exhibition by the natural elements, and so on and so on. 

 

For people of the land, nature became a popular way to image Divine activity – water, earth, rock, 

mountains, sun, moon and light, to name a few.  This is not surprising, given that ancient people had 

no illusions about their insignificant place in the world – they were decidedly powerless against the 

grand forces of nature.  God was also a potter, midwife, gardener, shepherd and host.  They did not 

believe that God was actually any of these – these were simply human activities drawn from the world 

they knew.  They also borrowed human attributes they admired for God – goodness, power and loyalty 

which, as I discuss in the book, said more about them than about the Divine.  How can we know what 

Divine power looks like in the grand scheme of the universe, and what sort of power -- power to do 

anything at the Divine whim, even make a square triangle, or enabling, empowering power, like that of 
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a Divine Voice within?  We are limited to descriptions within our limits of human knowledge and so 

we need a respectful agnosticism so as not to cement our ignorance in divinely claimed dogma.   

 

It always strikes me as ironic that we fast-forward over instructions in the creation stories such as 

eating earth’s vegetation without parallel permission to eat the animals, or read the account simply as a 

beautiful, mythical story of beginnings, yet we gleefully scoop up one little phrase, like a perfect shell 

on the beach, at put it at the top of our theological treasures, arguing all sorts of things from it.  Why?  

Because we like it!  We benefit immensely from the line “Then God said, “Let us make humankind in 

our own image” (Gen 1: 26).  While most biblical commentaries admit that no one exactly knows what 

this means, theologians continue to write tomes about it.  It has been used to support human 

superiority over animals; whether women as well as men received this Divine image; and even, in 

Victorian times, whether people with “dark skin” were made in the Divine image.  It is a small step 

from saying “We are made in God’s image” to saying “God is made in our image,” which is what we 

have done.  Those with the power to name the Divine for all of us have assumed from this phrase that, 

if we are in God’s image, God must somehow think, act and look like us, and since men have been the 

public namers during centuries of theologizing, God has been imaged as a ruling male -- Father, King, 

Lord.  Now, if you think this is a feminist over-reaction, try calling God a Queen!   

 

Two major things have influenced our limiting of the Divine to human images and thus assigning all 

sorts of human baggage along with it.  One is the quite recent tendency to read the Bible literally and 

authenticate its content with the stamp of “divinely inspired”.  Neither Jewish rabbis nor early church 

theologians read these sacred texts literally or as dictated word for word by God.  For starters, the 

Bible is a collection of writings over centuries from different parts of the Mediterranean world, written 

in different genres - poetry, narrative, parable and allegory.  Rabbis debated long and hard to find 

multiple meanings beyond the text and there was no attempt to agree on one correct interpretation.  

Why else would compilers of the Hebrew Bible allow contradictory stories to sit happily together, 

such as two creation stories in Genesis, with conflicting accounts of the creation of Eve and opposite 

sequences in the creation of animals and humans?  Why did early church theologians prefer allegorical 

and spiritual meanings for biblical stories to the more mundane narrative or literal readings?  Why, if 
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our English translations are word for word from God, did early theologians complain in letters to each 

other about copying mistakes and alterations in New Testament manuscripts as they were copied by 

hand for use in Christian communities around the Mediterranean?  Third Century church father Origen 

wrote, “The differences among the manuscripts have become great, either through the negligence of 

some copyists or through the perverse audacity of others.  They either neglect to check over what they 

have transcribed, or, in the process of checking, they make additions or deletions as they please.” 

(LCWN, 182).   

 

This is a natural occurrence with repested hand-copying of texts.  It becomes problematic, however, if 

we claim that every word in the Bible is exact and original.  It is even more problematic since we do 

not possess any original manuscripts, only copies.  The earliest NT fragment in existence today is a 

second century piece of John 18.  The earliest copy of Galatians, written prior to Paul’s death in the 

60’s CE, dates from 200 CE.  How many copyists, in haste to get Paul’s letters circulated to different 

communities, lie in between?  Manuscripts older than those that informed the Seventeenth Century 

King James English Bible translation were discovered at the Dead Sea and in Egypt in the 1940’s, 

containing variations in the texts.  And what about centuries of translation and re-interpretation 

between languages, diffrerent cultural and social understandings that continue today with each new 

version of the Bible, both in English and into new tribal dialects across the world? 

 

Just as the early church did not read the texts literally, neither did the medieval church.  Theologians 

decided how each text should be read – allegory, spiritual meaning or moral parable – and they valued 

equally ancient writings of church fathers outside the New Testament.  Even though reformer Martin 

Luther claimed scripture alone for Christian authority, he did not endorse all the bible, calling James a 

book of straw and raising questions about Revelations.  Not until significant challenges were made to 

the Bible’s origins and history after the Enlightenment, resulting in the Revised Standard Version 

correcting the KJV, did a list of fundamental beliefs essential for faith emerge in America, and 

“fundamentalism” was born.  These fundamentals included a literal reading of the Bible and certain 

doctrinal givens, as opposed to “modernists” who acknowledged human involvement in the biblical 

texts.  Yet people who claim the Bible must be read literally do not follow their own teachings.  They 
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treat many instructions in a non-literal way, like selling everything and giving the money to the poor, 

or cutting off hands and plucking out eyes if they offend, yet are obsessive about scanning the 

scriptures to find often obscure texts which, snatched out of their original context, give biblical 

authority to their latest proclamation or prejudice.  

 

That the Bible is inspired, and thus infallible, was another fundamental proclaimed, silencing 

questions about the Bible’s origins or interpretation.  But where does this claim come from and how 

can we claim the inspiration of original writers if we don’t know who they were and don’t have their 

originals?   Why not let the Bible speak for itself.  The word for ‘inspired’ or ‘God-breathed’ occurs 

only once in the Bible to describe scripture -- Timothy is told that “all scripture is inspired by God and 

useful for teaching, reproof, correction, and fr training in righteousness.” (11 Timothy 3: 16).  The 

Scriptures here were Hebrew scrolls, certainly not the New Testament.  What “inspired by God” 

meant is not explained and no claims are made beyond scripture’s usefulness as a guide to life.  On the 

other hand, “inspired” or “God-breathed” is used often in the Bible to describe human beings – the 

Spirit metaphorically breathed into clay at creation; coming upon people, including Jesus, to anoint 

them for a task; Jesus breathing the Spirit into his followers (John 16: 13) and the Spirit coming on 

everyone at Pentecost.  This “inspiration” indicates that we are all divinely “inspired” people, 

whatever it means, not just some unknown scribes.  Do we claim to be infallible? Of course not!  

 

When we read the Bible as human stories of diverse people describing Divine encounters over almost 

2,000 years, we can use it as a guide for our day, especially its stories of Jesus, yet not be confined to 

its ancient worldviews or culturally limited language.  Such freedom also allows us to examine more 

closely the bible’s account of a Jewish wise man passionate about bringing in God’s reign, who would 

eventually evolve, in Gentile Christianity, into a Greek hero figure and Divine-human Son of God.  

Once this was established three hundred years after Jesus’ death, God-talk changed forever, not just 

within Christianity but for other religions as well, whose belief systems and Divine descriptions 

became defined by, and subordinated to, this exclusive claim, through prosetylization and the sword. 

This concept of God becoming a man also gave legitimacy to limiting our Divine images to this man, 
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even though what we know about Jesus and what he said about God are very slim pickings with which 

to describe the God of the Universe.  As Christian theologian Sally McFague says: 

God is embodied in one place and one place only: in the man Jesus of Nazareth.  He and he 

alone is “the image of the invisible God” (Col 1: 15).  The source, power, and goal of the 

universe is known through and only through a first-century Mediterranean carpenter.  The 

creator and redeemer of the fifteen-billion year history of the universe with its hundred billion 

galaxies (and their billions of stars and planets) is available only in a thirty-year span of one 

human being’s life on planet earth.  This claim, when put in the context of contemporary 

science, seems skewed, to say the least. (LCWN 174-5) 

 

Contemporary biblical scholars have taken a good look at Jesus to describe him in ways that are both 

believable and inspiring for the Twenty-first century, although to some people it sounds like heresy.  

Not only do these fresh evaluations liberate God from exclusive Christian possession but they also free 

Jesus from layers of theological trappings added over centuries.  Geza Vermes, a Catholic priest who 

returned to his Jewish roots and became Oxford’s first professor of Jewish Studies, says of this 

recovery: 

The face of this Jesus, truly human, wholly theocentric, passionately faith-inspired, and under 

the imperative impulse of the here and now impressed himself so deeply on the minds of his 

disciples that not even the shattering blow of the cross could arrest its continued real presence.  

It compelled them to carry on in his name with their mission as healers, exorcists and 

preachers of the Kingdom of God.  It was only a generation or two later, with the increasing 

delay of the Parousia, that the image of Jesus familiar from experience began to fade, covered 

over first by the theological and mystical dreamings of Paul and John, and afterwards by the 

dogmatic speculations of church-centred Gentile Christianity. (LCWN 206) 

If this seems scandalous, you have the liberty to reject such thinking.  I have, however, tried to present 

the arguments as logically and as simply as I can in the book, to show how many very reputable 

scholars and people of faith “read” Jesus of Nazareth today.  
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Such thinking about the Bible and Jesus, however, immediately introduces conflict within 

ecclesiastical institutions, given traditional creeds, doctrines and confessions still couched in ancient 

metaphors and interpretation.  During the Common Dreams Conference of Progressive Christians in 

Sydney last August, various church newspapers were flooded with letters decrying keynote speaker 

Bishop Spong’s views as “so divergent from traditional Christian belief and practice that it is 

impossible to even classify them as Christian.”  By whose classification, I ask?  Whose job is it to 

name who or what is Christian?  Who defines the borders within which we must stand in order to pin 

the label “Christian” on our shirts, a label which, in its earliest form, simply meant “a follower of 

Jesus”?  I believe we need to start being “conscientious objectors to religious categorization.”  It is 

simply not true that the Christian Church, or one particular section of it, has always and exclusively 

got it right.  Those who defend tradition on the basis of its long history should remember that slavery, 

apartheid and patriarchy lasted for centuries (and still do in some places), because those holding power 

to name God’s “truth” kept them in place.  We need a new approach within the community of God.  

Diana Eck, Professor of Comparative Religion and Indian Studies at Harvard University, is also 

involved in the United Methodist Church and the World Council of Churches.  When asked often how 

she can be both Methodist and absorbed in Hindu studies, she says, “I define who I am, not by borders 

but by my roots.”  The question is not how much she can accept Hindu ideas and still be called 

Christian (or stay within Christian borders), but rather who she is at her roots -- a human being seeking 

God.  Is there some way we can get back to something like this in our faith communities, rather than 

always bickering about whose truth is true and on what authority? 

 

Ultimate truth about the Divine is never found - this is the message of my book.  All “truth” is 

evolving, correctable, and open to more truth as new factors constantly enter our changing experience, 

individually and globally.  We talk of the Divine in and for our time and context, trying to be as 

objective as possible, but knowing we will certainly fall short.  Does this make it a hopeless exercise?  

Some might say “yes,” but I believe it is in our nature to try and make sense of our experiences in light 

of current knowledge and the new information we twist around our minds each day.  Creative 

hesitation to name universal truth opens up the possibility of finding other truths that expand rather 

than negate our own -- the difference between travelling a road winding to a distant horizon or being 
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holed up in our backyard defending our turf.  Interestingly, the Hebrew Bible has no distinct word for 

what we translate as “truth.”  The Hebrew words used mean constant, faithful, something proved 

“true” through time and experience, as opposed to the Greek meaning of intellectual truth or correct 

knowledge.  None of us can “prove” God in the Greek intellectual way.  Rather, what is “true” for 

ourselves comes from our experience of life and our search for meaning, always open to 

enlightenment and always a faith statement. 

 

In the book I discuss ways of speaking about the Divine that sit better in a scientific Twenty-first 

Century – Something that is part of all that is, rather than over against creation.  Gordon Lynch speaks 

of “an immanent and ineffable divine who is both the intelligence that guides the unfolding cosmos as 

well as being bound up in the material form and energy of the cosmos.” (Gordon Lynch.  The New 

Spirituality: An Introduction to Progressive Belief in the Twenty-first Century. London: I.B. Tauris & 

Co., 2007, 11).  I also devote considerable space and openness to those who argue there is no-God-at-

all, since this must be part of any valid discussion about the Divine.  The search for God is ongoing, 

even for those who have decided that God is not-at-all, because even that conviction in an ever-

evolving world is necessarily always open to contradiction, just as certainty about a Divine Presence is 

also open to evolutionary disillusionment.  

 

If you expect this lecture or my book to end with a confident “yes” about God to make us all feel 

better, a “once I was blind but now I see” conclusion, you will be disappointed.  My experience, and 

what others tell me of theirs, is to believe more in the journey and the questions, not always knowing 

where one is headed but going anyway because of who we are.   I received a letter last month from 

someone who has finished my book.  She says, “Towards the end of your book, I found myself 

thinking how you would end it.  I needed your ending to retain the integrity that you had established 

along the way … yet I found an aspect of myself wanting a “comfort” stance, while knowing that such 

a stance would compromise all you had written.  When I got to the end, my sense was, “yes, this is 

how it is” – and it somehow then leaves the space for this remarkable journey … to continue.”   
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And so, my question is …. Can you live with that … can I live with that?  I can, because I can do no 

other.  It is the way I live with everything else as a human being, an ongoing juggling of a few certain 

facts, constant new experiences, diverse opinions, and faith in many things, some scientifically 

verifiable and others not – it is the adventure of being alive.  I can’t resist ending with my favourite 

quotation from Frederick Buechner that I regularly use with any talk about God: 

Theology is the study of God and God’s ways.  For all we know, dung beetles may study 

[humans] and their ways and call it humanology.  If so, we would probably be more touched 

and amused than irritated.  One hopes that God feels likewise.” (Frederick Buechner, Wishful 

Thinking, (London: Collins, 1973), 91.) 

  


